The Royal
Shakespeare
Company for
Schools is at
breaking point.
Teachers and
children are no
longer enthused
or interested in
Shakespeare and
his plays. The
company
director, Paul, is
at a loss at what
to do.... How can
he encourage
children to gain
an understanding
and more
importantly
passion for this
great body of
work?

Luckily, there is a very skilful and
inspirational group of children who are up for
the job! They have decided to create a
theatre company who will create educational
resources and put on a production of A
Midsummer Night's Dream.
Introducing.... "The Shakespeare Discovery
Theatre 4 Kids"

To help understand the story, the theatre company
have been diving into the play and becoming the
characters from A Midsummer Night's Dream. We
mapped out the three major settings in the story the palace, forest and market square. This helped
our story have a context!

We also had to get to know the man of the hour...
Shakespeare! First we decided where he fit in into
history and made timelines to understand this. We
compared him to Leonardo da Vinci, Ernest Shackleton
and the Roman Empire. We became history detectives
and used QR codes to lead us to videos, pictures and
text about him. We then collated our ideas under a
range of titles including early life, career, and family.

"Hermia" by Luella

"Snout" by Isaac

"Snug" by hattie

"Flute" by tony

Through art, we got to know the characters
from a Midsummer Night's Dream. We learnt
how to use different techniques and art
styles which we then used for the four
quarters of our portraits. One quarter was
the original photograph; we then learnt how
to sketch using blending and focusing on
shadows for our 2nd quarter. After that we
used watercolour and Andy Warhol pop art
for our third and forth quarters.

"Bottom" by Ellie

"Duke Theseus" by Ethan

"Peter Quince" by Willow

"Puck" by Edward

"Hippolyta" by Rosie

"Demetrius" by Alex

"Oberon" by Charlie

"Lysander" by jake

"Titania" by Annabel

"Helena" by juliette

"Starveling" by leo

"Quince" by adam

We learnt about the
printing technique
used in
Shakespeare's time
(what a slow
process). All the
stamps were back
to front which
meant the printers
could often mix up
their b's and d's and
their p's and q's. We
linked this to our
maths and tried to
find which letters
were symmetrical
(and therefore a
printer's dream - no
chance of mixing it
up!). We used
mirrors to help us
find how many lines
of symmetry each
letter had.

In problem solving we were given a huge task! We
had to scale down The Globe and create it using
cardboard. The scale we worked with was 1
metre=1 centimetre. We also learnt about what a
radius and diameter are and used this to help us
make the circular base of The Globe. We had to
work collaboratively, measure accurately and
think critically to be successful.

To get a real understanding of the time in which
Shakespeare lived we learnt a little bit about the life
of Queen Elizabeth the 1st. We dived into the story of
Mary Queen of Scots and learnt about how she tried
to assassinate Queen Elizabeth through the Babington
Plot. We had to crack the codes that turned up in the
beer barrel so that we could incriminate Mary! We
managed it after great problem solving and saved the
Queen! Long Live the Queen!

What does a
great team
need?
Communication,
trust and self
management.
We headed
away to PGL to
put these
important
skills to
practice. And
what a
wonderful 3
days we had of
overcoming
challenges, fun
and laughter.
From abseiling
to zip wiring to
survivor -we
did it all!

Our theatre company needed help
designing our promotion posters. Luckily,
expert Charlie Smith came in to provide
us with a workshop based around graphic
design. Our task: create a letter
embodying our story that ties in with the
letter design we make! Check out our
education packs to see the thoughts
behind our letters.

As a theatre company we decided to head to the Globe
Theatre to get a real understanding for the location in
which many 'A Midsummer Night's Dream' performances
have taken place. We toured the theatre and learnt about
its history. We even had a sneaky peak at Macbeth! After
our tour, we began our drama workshop with the current
youth director Jack. It was fantastic! We delved into a
range of characters and learnt about how to project a "low
status character" versus a "high status character". See if
you can spot the differences in the photos below...

In groups, we used our scaling down knowledge to
create the three different scenes for our play.
After lots of group discussion, we designed the
forest, courtroom and the palace.

We used our
measurement
skills that
we've been
learning and
practising in
maths to
build frames
for our
beautiful
artwork. We
had to
measure, saw
and fit them
together with
great results!

Learning the story "A
Midsummer Night's
Dream" through Drama
and English...

We met some very central characters to the play: Helena, Demetrius, Hermia, Lysander and Egeus. Children

interviewed these characters and listened to their points of view about why they were so upset. We heard from Egeus
who wanted his daughter to marry Demetrius, Hermia who wanted to disobey her father to follow her true love
Lysander, Lysander who loved Hermia yet didn't have her father's approval, Demetrius who was desperate for

Hermia's love but devastated it wasn't returned and Helena, Hermia's best friend, who was in love with Demetrius.
Quite the tangled love mess!!
We learnt how to use persuasive words and phrases to put these character's thoughts into well rehearsed speeches to
Duke Thesus. We then put these into writing whilst looking through the character's eyes.

We first met Hippolyta and Oberon in an angry court scene. Philostrate runs the court room and leads us in
saying "Happy be Thesus, Duke of Athens!"when the pair enter.
The court calls on different characters who are all caught up in their own problems with different people. The
characters must fight to get their opinions listened to and agreed with. It is up to Hippolyta and Oberon to give
their verdicts and decide on which person is right and who is in the wrong.
This gives the opportunity for children to read a problem, think critically about this problem, reason and defend
their case using both logic and emotion. Great skills!

As Egeus' daughter Hermia refuses to marry Demetrius (who loves Hermia), Egeus asks for the full penalty of law to fall
on Hermia’s head if she does not listen and respect her father's will. Theseus gives Hermia until his wedding to consider her
options, warning her that disobeying her father’s wishes could result in her being sent to a convent or even executed.

Nonetheless, Hermia and Lysander plan to escape Athens the following night and marry in the house of Lysander’s aunt,
some seven leagues from the city. They make their movements known to Hermia’s friend Helena, who was once engaged to

Demetrius. Hoping to regain his love, Helena tells Demetrius of the elopement that Hermia and Lysander have planned. The
next day, Demetrius stalks into the woods after his intended bride and her lover; Helena follows behind him.

We learnt how to write a balanced argument: are men or women more
powerful in A Midsummer Night's Dream? We learnt what kind of
language to use (formal, no contractions) and how to back up an
opinion with evidence from the play. We call them boxing glove

arguments as you push one punch for one side and send another back
for the other side (hence the balanced argument).

We loved writing our actor biographies! We thought about our
acting history including previous performances, our talents,

favourite parts and who we were going to dedicate our performance
to. We then learnt how to write a synopsis. We talked about

leaving the detail and just including the main parts, sequencing and
writing in the present tense.

One of our favourite (and most difficult) writing tasks was to produce our own sonnet. We investigated a few
written by the man himself, Shakespeare. What an inspiring and talented writer he is! Sonnets are extremely
difficult but after a little help we were very successful. We learnt that sonnets have 14 lines with the rhyming
pattern ABABCDCDEFEFGG - meaning that every second line rhymes. The GG at end is a rhyming couplet
which rounds the sonnet off nicely. We also learnt about the rhythm iambic pentameter which has one short
(unstressed) syllable followed by one long (stressed) syllable. Each line has 10 syllables. We had great results!!

In these same woods are two very different groups of characters. The first is a band of

fairies, including Oberon, the fairy king, and Titania, his queen, who has recently returned
from India to bless the marriage of Theseus and Hippolyta. The second is a band of

Athenian craftsmen rehearsing a play that they hope to perform for the Duke and his bride.
Oberon and Titania are at odds over a young Indian prince given to Titania by the prince’s
mother; the boy is so beautiful that Oberon wishes to make him a knight, but Titania
refuses.

Seeking revenge, Oberon sends his merry servant, Puck, to acquire a magical flower, the juice of which can be spread over a

sleeping person’s eyelids to make that person fall in love with the first thing he or she sees upon waking. Puck obtains the

flower, and Oberon tells him of his plan to spread its juice on the sleeping Titania’s eyelids. Having seen Demetrius act cruelly
toward Helena, he orders Puck to spread some of the juice on the eyelids of the young Athenian man. Puck encounters

Lysander and Hermia and, thinking that Lysander is the Athenian of whom Oberon spoke, Puck afflicts him with the love
potion. Lysander happens to see Helena upon awaking and falls deeply in love with her, abandoning Hermia. As the night

progresses and Puck attempts to undo his mistake, both Lysander and Demetrius end up in love with Helena, who believes

that they are mocking her. Hermia becomes so jealous that she tries to challenge Helena to a fight. Demetrius and Lysander
nearly do fight over Helena’s love, but Puck confuses them by mimicking their voices, leading them apart until they are lost
separately in the forest.

When Titania wakes, the first creature she sees is Bottom, the most

ridiculous of the Athenian craftsmen, whose head Puck has mockingly

transformed into that of an ass. Titania passes a ludicrous interlude doting

on the ass-headed weaver. Eventually, Oberon obtains the Indian boy, Puck
spreads the love potion on Lysander’s eyelids, and by morning all is well.

Theseus and Hippolyta discover the sleeping lovers in the forest and take them back to Athens

to be married—Demetrius now loves Helena, and Lysander now loves Hermia. After the group
wedding, the lovers watch Bottom and his fellow craftsmen perform their play: a fumbling,

hilarious version of the story of Pyramus and Thisbe. When the play is completed, the lovers
go to bed; the fairies briefly emerge to bless the sleeping couples with a protective charm and
then disappear.

Was it all a midsummer night's dream?

Our company broke into expert groups including ticketing, the programme, venue decorations, props, music,
costumes and food. The last few weeks of term have been a busy time of decision making, creating and
collaborating to pull off an amazing show!

Well done on a
great year of work
year 3 and 4!!
You've really put
the SHAKE into
Shakespeare!

